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Narco-narc ecology
Drug trafficking 
“narcos” depend on 
law enforcement 
“narcs”/govt agencies:
✓ Inflate profits through 
drug prohibition
✓ Let drugs pass thru: 
selective enforcement 
via corruption

Law enforcement 
narcs depend on 
criminal narcos:
✓ Targets for outputs: 
arrests, drugs 
confiscated, extraditions
✓ Resources: budgets, 
asset forfeiture and 
corruption



“Collection of competitors”
Levitt and March, “Organizational Learning,” Annual Review of Sociology (1988)

Drug trafficking narcos and law enforcement 
“narcs” learn from each other

Gather information about each other, interpret it, and 
change practices and develop new ones
Adapt in response to information and experience 
To understand how they learn, we must understand 
their shared ecology

DEA created as “super” drug enforcement 
agency

Early years “put powder on table” through “buy-bust”
DEA increasingly criticized: 1976 hearings

Drug Enforcement Administration adapts
Greater use of electronic surveillance, intelligence
More sophisticated undercover operations



Traffickers: “Always changing…”
“Someone might smuggle for 10 years, but they’re 
always changing the rules… Due to problems 
and circumstances.  Weather, surveillance, places, 
etc., all make you change.  When a place is heated 
up, you move.  If you don’t move after three years 
then you’re dead meat.   What happens is that 
within three years you will get some kind of heat.  
You have to change your operation and location.  
You might be working out of some harbor and 
everything is good there, but some heat comes up, 
so you have to check out the situation and make 
sure it’s safe again.” 

“Nestor,” Federal Correctional Complex, Coleman, September 19, 2000



Farming Drug Processing
•Replant in new fields
•Farm in protected forests
•Hide crops in others
•Cover plants with spays
•Prune stalks of sprayed plants

•Re-label bottles, containers
•Substitute chemicals/inputs
•Shift to mobile kitchen labs
•Recycle ether, acetone, gasoline
•Make potassium permanganate

Transportation Wholesale Distribution
•Move routes to areas with less 
pressure
•Fly around radar installations; 
blend in with heavy traffic
•Break down loads into smaller 
shipments, conduct “dry runs”
•Smuggle in different commodities
•Shift to different vessels: go-fasts,  
semi-submersibles

•Change phone numbers, use pay 
phones, cloned cell phones
•Use different vehicles, modify cars 
with hiding compartments
•Move stash houses
•Move or remove cell members, 
disband cell

Adaptations in illicit drug industry



“changing techniques and tactics”
“In 1988 they were hollowing out cedar boards with a router, putting 
cocaine in Styrofoam containers and slipping them into the routed 
boards.  They cut 1" off the 2” x 10” and then they glued it back on.  You 
can imagine the amount of work in that.  After that was discovered, the 
concrete fence post scheme came up.  They bought the factory that 
made these concrete fence posts in Venezuela and about the 27th time 
the ship arrived in the U.S. with fence posts it contained cocaine.  Then 
they had a machine that packaged the cocaine just like frozen 
broccoli, that wrapped it and had it labeled—and it was frozen too.  It 
was perfect. They bought a factory that did that.  Of course, there were 
real products mixed in.  It wasn’t all cocaine.  It’s just like you get in the 
frozen foods section in the grocery store.  The same size box.  Then 
they smuggled the cocaine in coffee.  It looked like vacuum-packed 
containers of coffee.  But once we hit a couple of loads of that the coffee 
stopped.  Then they brought it in Lucite blocks.  They’d take these big 
Lucite blocks and put seven kilos of cocaine in and put the Lucite blocks 
in cans of roofing tar.  They bought different facilities to do different 
things.  It was all very well thought out.” 

DEA Special Agent, Miami



DEA Electronic Surveillance Orders 1973-2002



Intelligence Analysts/Special Agents:
From 5% (1977) to 15% (2000)

DEA Intelligence Analysts FY 1977-2003



Operation Investigative techniques
Grouper DEA agents provide off-loading and transportation 

services

Swordfish DEA agents pose as investment consultants for 
traffickers and money launderers

Green Ice DEA establishes “investment firm” and front 
companies to launder drug money

Green Ice II DEA creates fake money-exchange houses and 
bank accounts

Dinero DEA/IRS agents set up front companies, corporate 
bank accounts, fake offshore bank

Zorros I and II DEA agents use dozens of electronic surveillance 
orders to infiltrate groups

Innovations in conspiracy investigations



“What we learned was how to extend an 
investigation to bring in more players and to learn 
more about the upper echelons of the conspiracy.  
In the old days, we would have simply seized a 
load of cocaine, even if we did a wiretap. We 
would have heard about drugs coming out of the 
stash house, we’d have seen it, grabbed the 
buyers, run back, do that house, and arrest the 
guy.  All the other stash houses and people 
would have been out of the mix—and we would 
have been happy with that.  But what we learned 
was that by being a little more patient in our 
seizures we could bring the major players into the 
mix.” Los Angeles DEA case agent for Operation Zorro



Information versus force advantage
Government enjoys force advantage; non-state actors 
have an information advantage (at least at beginning)
Law enforcement agencies = convert their force advantage 
to information advantage
Trafficking enterprises = maintain their information 
advantage through adaptations

Survival imperative
For narcos, adapt or die; but law enforcers confront 
ambiguous incentives

Flatness advantage
Tall, multi-layered security bureaucracies versus flat 
networks

Red tape trap
Traffickers and terrorists operate outside rule of law; state 
agencies operate within it

Competitive learning ecology

Differences between narcs & narcos



“If the Colombian police are too 
successful and wipe out all the narcos, 
they will end up hurting themselves 
because their budgets will get cut.” 

Dependence on US drug aid

Director, Intelligence Directorate, 
Colombian National Police



Agent

Special Agent in Charge of Colombia Country Office

Head of South America Section

Chief of International Operations Office 

Assistant Administrator of Operations Division

Deputy Administrator

Administrator

Assistant Special Agent in Charge of Colombia Country Office

Group Supervisor

Core group “kingpin”

Exportation manager

Cell manager

Assistant cell manager

Cell worker

Note: roles in dotted 
boxes do not 
exist in all trafficking 
networks

Levels: DEA vs. trafficking network



Faster decision cycles
With the decision process in the company, they can make this 
decision instantaneously and it will be translated in a day by 
everyone in the chain of command… The kingpin can jump into 
the middle of it immediately and say, “Look, guys, for the sake of 
business, for our own sake, this is what we will be doing.”  We have 
seen them do that.  For example, we used to hit them a lot on 
AMTRAK, the train.  In New York they would take the drug money, 
put it in suitcases with wheels, and they would have different old 
people transporting their suitcases.  And no one [in law enforcement] 
would look at them.  We actually popped some of these guys three 
or four times.  It took them like a day to make this adjustment.  
Because down in Colombia they got the call from an attorney… 
where we made one of the arrests and we have a narcotics trafficker 
jabbed in the middle because he just lost three or four million dollars 
in a day.  So the kingpin says, “Look, do not put your ass on a train.  
If anyone is on the train with my papers [money], he will be killed.”  
End of story.  They cannot jump on the train.  You cannot do that in 
traditional systems.  DEA  Agent, Miami

How does this compare with “narcs”?



Approval for a wiretap
It’s all above your head as the investigator.  It’s for DEA 
management to decide, and for the United States Attorney’s Office, 
and their higher ups, because the agent is only a case manager for 
that particular case.  They’ll be looking above and beyond, going 
right back to somebody in Main Justice.  For a wiretap, technically, 
the Attorney General, or his designee, sign off.  People think that 
[LAUGHS] it’s like Hollywood or TV.  You pick up the phone, and 
say, “I want a tap.” People don’t realize that you have this 50-100 
page affidavit that has been read by countless number of attorneys 
and, and reviewed by Main Justice.  And the affidavit will flow 
through the levels of bureaucracy before it gets to the judge.  It goes 
to Main Justice before it goes back to the United States Attorneys’ 
office.  And there’s levels over there too, at the U.S. Attorneys’ 
office.  The junior Assistant U.S. Attorney will take it to the section 
chief, then it’ll be approved by the section chief or somebody up in 
the infrastructure of the U.S. Attorneys’ office approves it.  And then 
the U.S. Attorney will go to the judge.    DEA agent, Los Angeles



“We have laws and rules that we have to 
abide by.  We’re regulated by rules and 
policies set from above.  Our agents have a 
lot of discretion, but we have to follow rules, 
too.” 

DEA manager, Bogotá, Colombia

“There are norms and parameters the police 
have to obey, which isn’t necessarily bad, but 
when the competitor doesn’t have to obey 
them, he has the advantage.”

National Planning Department official, Bogotá

Red tape trap



What is your learning ecology like? Any parallels 
between narco-narc learning ecology and your’s?

Does your organization face external competitors who 
seek to learn from you? How do you deal with them?

Does your organization face internal competitors? 
Does their competition help or harm your organization?

How do you create a competitive learning ecology 
for your organization that maximizes

its beneficial learning? 



Further reading—and listening
Michael Kenney, From Pablo to Osama: 
Trafficking and Terrorist Networks, Government 
Bureaucracies, and Competitive Adaptation 
(Pennsylvania State University Press, 2007)

Michael Kenney, The Islamic State in Britain: 
Radicalization and Resilience in an Activist 
Network (Cambridge University Press, 2018)

Talking Terror podcast, Mike Kenney: Al-
Muhajiroun, https://soundcloud.com/user-
366747443/mikekenny-final

Thank you! mkenney@pitt.e
du

https://soundcloud.com/user-366747443/mikekenny-final

